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To:                  Perugia, 01.10.2007

The BioMed Central
Editorial Production Team

Re: MS # 3764810341485840
    Primary DNA damage and genetic polymorphisms for CYP1A1, EPHX and GSTM1 in workers at a graphite electrode manufacturing plant
    M. Moretti, M. Dell'Omo, M. Villarini, R. Pastorelli, G. Muzi, L. Airoldi and R. Pasquini
    - Formatting changes

Dear Sirs,

    following your recent email, please find attached the new version of our manuscript revised according your requests. The formatting changes are detailed below.

    - Title – We have removed all unnecessary capitals.
    - Text – We have removed a blank page and reviewed further the manuscript.
    - Tables – We have orientated Tables 3 and 5 in portrait layout.

    Thanking you in advance for your attention, I look forward to hearing from you.

    Sincerely,

    Massimo Moretti